Memorial of Lea Bottacini is an interclub competition in Memory of a skater, a great friend of the
Young Goose Academy, well known on the national figure skating scene.
In addition of being an event linked to her memory, this competition follow a Socio-Beneficial
connotation that involves various associations that deal with less fortunate children.
The Young Goose Academy is very proud to take care of the organization together with Lea's family,
all its staff and volunteers.
A great good luck to all the competitors that this time will come on track in favor of solidarity.

ORGANIZATION COMETTEE

Young Goose Academy Egna – Neumarkt
Brennero Street 7 39044 Egna (BZ) ITALY

CONTACT

www.ygacademy.it
Email: memorialleabottacini.yga@gmail.com

PLACE

Würtharena, Brennero Street 7, 39044 Egna (BZ) Italy

CATEGORIES

little chicks gr. red, gr. green, gr. yellow,
pre novice a/b, basic novice a/b,
intermediate, advanced novice, junior, senior e chicks,
synchro, folk, interpretative

CATEGORY

Category without ranking dedicated to athletes with different
disabilities.

SPECIAL

For more info: memorialleabottacini.yga@gmail.com

ENTRY

Entry has to be sended by email, not later 13 March 2019,
to: memorialleabottacini.yga@gmail.com

ENTRY FEE

Cat. little chicks and chicks: euro 25
Cat. pre novice a/b, basic novice a/b, intermediate, advanced
novice a/b, junior a/b/c, senior a/b: euro 25
Cat. synchro and folk: euro 60
Cat. interpretative a/b: euro 25
Cat. collective groups: euro 60
Cat. single + interpretative for the same skater: euro 35
The entry fee has to be paid by bank transfer to:
RAIFFEISENKASSE ÜBERETSCH / CASSA RURALE OLTRADIGE –
FILIALE TRAMIN/TERMENO
IBAN: IT78N0825558970000305206693
Causal: Name, Club and number of skater and category
The registration made involves the
payment of the fee even in case of withdrawal after
the extraction of descent on the track.

RULES

The regulation issued by the (F.I.S.G.) Italian Figure Skating Federation
for the 2018-2019 season.

MUSIC

CDs must be delivered at least 30 minutes before the start of the
Respective competition marked by name and category of membership.
DO NOT use the MP3 format.

DRAW

The draw will take place on Monday 18 March at 5.30 p.m. at Wurtharena.

JURY

It will be composed of coaches and instructors, who will follow the directives of the
table of scores in the regulation.

AWARD

Medals will be awarded for the first three places, a present will be
given to all participants.
Little chick and chicks cathegory, won’t have a final ranking.
During the awarding ceremony they will be called by starting order
or alphabetical order.

COMPLAINTS

As directed by FISG regulation.

RESPONSABILITY The organizing company declines all responsibility for any damage to
athletes, people or things, before during and after the race itself

ACCOMODATION
Hotel Andreas Hofer - Egna, Via Vecchia Fondamenta 21
65 Euro/day per person + 1,20 Euro/day per pers. from 14 years (city tax)
www.hotelandreashofer.com
or you can contact our agency to: booking@ignas.com

SCHEDULE

The time schedule will be published when the entry will be closed.
Please check our webslite

:

https://www.ygacademy.it/
and our facebook page of the Event.

